July 5, 2016

His Excellency Abdel Fattah al-Sisi
President, Arab Republic of Egypt
‘Abdin Palace
Cairo, Egypt
Fax: +20-2-390-1998
His Excellency Sameh Shoukry
Minister of Foreign Affairs
Fax: +20-2-576-7967

Major-General Magdy Abdul Ghaffar
Minister of the Interior
Fax: +20-2-796-0682
center@iscmi.gov.eg

Your Excellencies President al-Sisi and Mr. Shoukry, and Major-General Abdul Ghaffar:

We write to you on behalf of the Committee on Academic Freedom of the Middle East
Studies Association of North America (MESA) to protest the travel ban on Mozn Hassan,
the founder and director of Nazra for Feminist Studies, who was prevented from leaving
Egypt on June 27, 2016. Ms. Hassan is an internationally known defender of human
rights who received the Charlotte Bunch Women Human Rights Defenders Award from
the Global Fund for Women in 2013.

MESA was founded in 1966 to promote scholarship and teaching on the Middle East and
North Africa. The preeminent organization in the field, MESA publishes the International
Journal of Middle East Studies and has nearly 3,000 members worldwide. MESA is
committed to ensuring academic freedom of expression, both within the region and in
connection with the study of the region in North America and elsewhere.

Nazra for Feminist Studies, which Ms. Hassan directs, is an active producer of research
on how to protect women’s rights, including research on problems which your
administration has pledged to tackle. In the context of growing government and civil
society concern with sexual violence against women in public spaces, Nazra staff have
met with the Department of Combating Violence Against Women in Mr. Abdul Ghaffar’s
Ministry of the Interior. Nazra called for the creation of a national strategy to combat
such violence, which was produced by the National Council for Women in May, 2015.
That strategy, the National Strategy for the Elimination of Violence against Women,
called on the government, as one of many initiatives, to increase the number of domestic
violence shelters, and in May, 2016, Nazra produced a detailed study on ways to
improve such shelters.

On March 22, 2016 three staff members of Nazra were called to appear before a judge in
connection with Case No. 173--commonly known as the “NGO foreign funding” case,
which threatens to close the most active human rights organizations in Egypt and to
sentence their founders to jail--followed by the summoning of Hassan herself on March
29, 2016. On June 27, Hassan attempted to travel to Beirut to attend a meeting of the
executive committee of the Women Human Rights Defenders Regional Coalition for the
Middle East and North Africa, but was prevented from leaving Egypt.
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The travel ban on Ms. Hassan follows those imposed on a disturbing and growing
number of directors and researchers from other human rights organizations charged in
connection with Case No. 173, including: Gamal Eid, the director of the Arabic Network
for Human Rights Information; Hossam Bahgat, former director of the Egyptian
Initiative for Personal Rights; and likely also Mohamed Zarea, the director for Egypt of
the Cairo Institute for Human Rights Studies, who was prevented from leaving Egypt on
May 26. Directors of several human rights organizations have had their assets frozen,
and those charged in the case may well be sentenced to jail, perhaps even to life
imprisonment under amended Article 78 of the Penal Code, which authorizes this
sentence for those receiving money from abroad “with the aim of pursuing acts harmful
to national interests or destabilizing general peace or the country’s independence and
its unity.” Yet, far from “pursuing acts harmful to national interests,” all of the NGOs
targeted in the recent crackdown are devoted exclusively to defending the rights
guaranteed to all citizens in the Egyptian constitution.

As we noted in our letter of March 28, 2016, academic freedom requires that academics
and non-academic researchers be permitted to conduct research into the condition of
their own and other societies. The link between such research and the betterment of
Egyptian society is particularly clear in the case of Nazra. It is implausible that
government ministries and councils would have worked with an NGO which was
functioning in contravention of Egyptian law or “pursuing acts harmful to national
interests.”

Ending the prosecution of Nazra and all other Egyptian human rights groups is the only
path consistent with Egypt’s pledge, after its Universal Periodic Review at the United
Nations Human Rights Council in March 2015, to “respect the free exercise of the
associations defending human rights.” It is also required by Article 75 of the 2014
Egyptian constitution, which states that “citizens have the right to form nongovernmental organizations and institutions on a democratic basis, which shall acquire
legal personality upon notification. They shall be allowed to engage in activities freely.”
Thank you for your attention to this matter. We await your reply.
Yours sincerely,

Beth Baron
MESA President
Professor, City University of New York

Amy W. Newhall
MESA Executive Director
Associate Professor, University of Arizona
cc:

The Honorable Yasser Reda, Ambassador of the Arab Republic of Egypt to the United
States

